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Dmitry Elagin/ShutterstockThe dictionary is probably your go-to source for checking facts and spelling. But these small (or rather, great!) books have a surprising history of inaccuracy. Now there is one thing that dictionary followers must watch out for: missing words. Take the first edition of the Oxford English Dictionary (OED), for
example. Assembling the OED was a chaotic and disorganized process, and staff spent nearly 70 years cataloging and defining all 414,825 words. As a result, many terms were misplaced in the shuffle. It is something of a miracle, then, that only one word managed to slip through the cracks completely: bondmaid, which means a slave
girl. If you've never heard of it, we don't blame you; this word is not widely used today. The term was most popular in the 16th century, dating all the way back to a translation of the Bible from 1526. But when the first volume of the Oxford English Dictionary was published in 1888, this old word was omitted incorrectly. Check out these
almost extinct words you should use right away. Rumor has it that when OED editor James Murray found out about the mistake, he turned red with embarrassment. The phenomenon is absolutely inexplicable, and with our minute organization one would have said absolutely impossible; I also hope completely unprecedented, he wrote to
an anonymous contributor. It took nearly five decades to fix the error, reports Mental Floss. Fortunately, the lost word made its dictionary debut in 1933, when the second edition was published. On the opposite end of the spectrum, here are 9 false words that accidentally ended up in the dictionary. Although the Oxford English Dictionary
has continued to expand since 1888, it has thankfully not forgotten to include a word since this unfortunate mishap. Yet dictionaries still can't solve all of our literary problems—these are the 20 most confusing grammar rules in the English language. [Source: Mental Floss] One of the least appreciated tools for learning English is to use a
collocation dictionary. A carbon location can be defined as words that go together. In other words, some words tend to go in other words. If you think about how you use your own language for a moment, you will quickly realize that you tend to speak in phrases or groups of words that go together in your mind. We speak in pieces of
language. For example: I'm tired of waiting for the bus this afternoon. An English speaker does not think of ten separate words, rather they think in the phrases I'm tired of waiting for the bus and this afternoon. That's why sometimes you can say something correct in English, but it just doesn't sound right. For example: I'm tired of standing
for the bus this afternoon. To someone who is imaging the situation stands for the bus, makes sense, but standing goes along with in line. So, while the sentence makes sense, it's not really accurate. As students improve their English, they tend to learn more phrases and Language. It is also important to learn collocations. In fact, I'd say
it's the single most under-used tool of most students. A thesaurus is very helpful in finding synonyms and antonymes, but a collocations dictionary can help you learn the right phrases in context. I recommend the Oxford Collocations Dictionary for students in English, but there are other collocation resources available such as concordance
databases. Try these exercises to help you use a collocations dictionary to improve your vocabulary. Choose a profession you're interested in. Go to the Professional View website and read the details of the profession. Take note of common terms used. Next, look up these terms in a collocations dictionary to expand your vocabulary by
learning appropriate collocations. Examples Aircraft and Flyelectric Keywords from Occupational Outlook: Equipment, Maintenance, etc. From collocationslexet: Equipment adjectives: the latest, modern, state-of-the-art, high-tech, etc. Types of Equipment: medical equipment, radar equipment, telecom equipment, etc. Verb + Equipment:
provide equipment, supply equipment, install equipment, etc. Phrases: the right equipment, the right equipment From the collocations dictionary: Maintenance Adjective: annual, daily, regular, long-term, preventive, etc. Types of Maintenance: building maintenance, program maintenance, health maintenance, etc. Verb + Maintenance:
perform maintenance, perform maintenance, etc. Maintenance + Nouns: maintenance staff, maintenance costs, maintenance schedule, etc. Choose an important term that you might use daily at work, school, or home. Look up the word in the collocations dictionary. Next, imagine a related situation and write a piece or more using
important collocations to describe it. The paragraph will repeat the keyword too often, but this is an exercise. By repeatedly using your keyterm, you create a link in your mind to a variety of collocations with your target word. Example Key Term: Business Situation: Negotiate a Contract Example Piece We work on a business deal with an
investment company that conducts business with profitable companies worldwide. We started the business two years ago, but we have been very successful because of our business strategy. The CEO's business acumen is outstanding, so we look forward to doing business with them. The company's business headquarters is located in
Dallas, Texas. They have been in the business for more than fifty years, so we expect their business experience to be the best in the world. Make a list of important collocations. Commit to using at least three of the collocations every day in your calls. Try it, it's harder than you might think, but it really helps with memorizing new words.
defamatory 789/Pixabay Bilingual dictionaries are good, but English student dictionaries are better. These dictionaries are designed with English in mind, and who, as a provide additional learning tools for pronunciation, verb types, basic grammar structures, and more. These dictionaries are also designed with standard test syllabi in mind,
so students are guided towards TOEFL, IELTS, or any of the Cambridge Suite of Exams (PET, KET, FCE, CAE and Skills). Longman is the very best dictionary for students who learn English to study, live and work in North America. This dictionary provides lots of practical reference materials, special in-depth looks at issues like idioms,
phrasing verbs, and more. The American Heritage Dictionary for Learners of English is specially designed to suit the needs of ESL students. A current glossary, definitions adapted from The American Heritage Dictionary databases, abundant selection of sentences and phrases, and an easy-to-use alphabetical pronunciation system all
create an excellent learning tool. The standard in British English, the Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary is the perfect tool for English students who want to take any of cambridge advanced exams (FCE, CAE and skill). This dictionary includes a learning CD-ROM with helpful resources and exercises. For lower-level students,
Oxford Elementary Learner's Dictionary of English provides important English educational resources that are particularly suitable for British English classes. Oxford's Advanced Learner's Dictionary is adapted to advanced level students of British English. Unlike most North American resources, Oxford does a great job of providing
comparisons between standard North American and British English. This dictionary is excellent for those who wish to study English as a global language. Our editors independently research, test, and recommend the best products; you can learn more about our review process here. We can get commission on purchases made from our
selected links. When you buy a French dictionary, you need to consider your language skills and what you will use the dictionary for. It is also important to remember that bilingual dictionaries are a good tool, but they can have anomalies, both large and smaller. Their main weakness is to offer words that are no longer used. The following
French-English/English-French dictionaries are arranged by quantity and quality of the entries. This is the largest and best French-English English-French dictionary, with more than 2000 pages. Contributions include slang, regionalism and expression. There is also a useful section on languages in use, with vocabulary and expressions
grouped by categories such as suggestions, advice, business correspondence, and more. In my opinion, this is the only option for fluent speakers and translators. Abbreviated version of the above dictionary of 1,100 pages. Suitable for advanced students. Paperback with 100,000 entries, including slang, culture and more. Intermediate
students will find that this dictionary has everything they need. Nice basic bilingual dictionary. Beginners and but if they use it regularly, they will soon realize the limitations of this dictionary - it's just big enough for essentials. Necessary.
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